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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To decrease acoustic wave reflectance remarkably by providing an
opening at least at a part of a duct body and arranging sound absorbing
material there.

CONSTITUTION: A synthetic resin foamed body sheet 3 that is a sound
absorbing material, is mounted in an opening which is provided on the corner
outside of a bent part in a duct body 2 formed with a thermoplastic resin. In

this case, each opening position has different noise decreasing effect, and an
instance to mount a sound absorbing material on the corner outside has higher
noise decreasing effect concerning offensive noise near 2000Hz, when comparison
is made between inside and outside of the corner by mounting the same sound
absorbing material in the same bent part. This reason is that the corner
outside is the most reflectable place in view of it shape, for vibration of the
aimed frequency, in duct inner wall, when sound travels in the duct through
air

.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the duct structure used for an automobile or air-

conditioning of other cars, and its manufacture approach.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] What carried out blow molding of thermoplastics like polyethylene is used

conventionally . In the case of a blow molding article, in order that a duct internal surface may carry out

[ sound ] total reflection, there is no absorption-of-sound effectiveness, and since the sound generated

when the sound of the blower of an air conditioning equipment and the flow of air are confused invades

indoors as it is through a duct, indoor silence is spoiled. Then, in order to reduce the above-mentioned

noise, some which prepared acoustic material are in the whole duct wall (for example, JP,2-20322,A). In

this case, the duct piece which divided acoustic material beforehand with injection molding etc. first for

preparing in a duct wall is built, and after sticking a foaming sheet on that wall, it is assembling to one

the back.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, since the reflection from a duct wall front face was

not canceled, what prepared acoustic material in the whole duct wall was not able to be said to be

enough [ the noise-reduction effectiveness ]. Moreover, the trouble which attaches acoustic material in a

duct wall stuck the foaming sheet etc. on the body wall of a duct which carried out division shaping

beforehand as mentioned above, and time and effort, such as assembling again the back, was required.

Even when attaching acoustic material in some walls, the troublesome process was required of the

conventional approach similarly. This invention tends to cancel such a conventional trouble and tends to

offer the duct which was excellent in the noise-reduction effectiveness much more with the easy

manufacture approach.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, this invention prepares

opening in some bodies [ at least ] of a duct, and makes it the duct structure which equipped this opening

with acoustic material. In this case, especially the thing for which it has permeability has an effective

acoustic material because of acoustic wave absorption. Although opening prepared in some bodies [ at

least ] of a duct is good in the configuration and location of arbitration, the flection which changes the

flow of an introductory gas is desirable. In order to reduce the noise near [jarring ] 2000Hz especially, it

is effective to carry out opening of the corner paries lateralis orbitae of the flection of a duct. Moreover,

as permeability of the acoustic material with which it equips in that case, it is 35ft3/min. The following

is desirable and it is 1.5ft3/min. The following is more suitable. Sound absorption characteristics change

with these permeability, and sound absorption characteristics with a good thing low as mentioned above

are obtained for permeability about the noise of 2000Hz or less which usually poses a problem to a duct

outflow sound. Here, in addition to the original inlet and original exhaust port of air, opening prepared

in the location of arbitration is said here, and one or more places are said as opening prepared in the
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body of a duct at least with a part. That is, opening can be prepared in two or more parts of the body of a
duct, and it can equip with acoustic material which is different in those openings, and can also consider

as the configuration which each is made to correspond to a specific noise frequency, and achieves

alternative noise-reduction-ization.

[0005] Although the body of a duct of this invention carried out blow molding of polyethylene resin, the

polypropylene resin, etc., it is manufactured by the approach of fabricating directly the configuration

which carries out opening of the part or has opening with injection shaping, as acoustic material —

synthetic-resin foam, glass fiber material, rock wool material, various nonwoven fabric material, etc. —
independence or it uses together and uses. It can also use combining film material, the sheet-plastic

material of a non-bubble, etc. by the case. As synthetic-resin foam, the foam sheet with the large rate of

an open cell is one of the especially desirable acoustic material. The rate of an open cell and German air

bubbles can be adjusted, and it can also consider as the foam sheet of suitable permeability. As a

synthetic-resin foam sheet, foam sheets, such as polyurethane foam, polyethylene foam, polypropylene

form, and polystyrene foam, can be used. Although these foam sheet uses it from the slab stock obtained

in a continuation foaming process or a batch foaming process, starting, polyurethane foam, i.e., a

urethane foam sheet, can be set to one of the suitable acoustic material also in it.

[0006] For example, a foam sheet is fabricated in a little larger configuration, as opening is met, and

wearing of acoustic material installs and equips with it from the outside of opening with adhesives, a

binder, etc., and unites it with the body of a duct. Usually, although the lateral part of opening is

equipped, it is not impossible to equip the inside section, either. Elasticity, half-hard, and hard any are

sufficient as the synthetic-resin foam as an acoustic material. When using an elastic foam sheet, even if

opening of a duct is a complicated configuration, along with opening, it can equip easily. When using

hard form material, the sheet used as the material can be fabricated so that the opening configuration of

a duct may be suited by a thermoforming method etc., and it can equip with it. That is, after heating a

rigid-urethane-foam sheet at about 180-200 degrees C with far infrared rays, a heating furnace, etc., it

can be promptly inserted, pressed and used for a press-forming mold, or can be pressed with the heat

press-forming mold which is 130-170 degrees C, and can be fabricated in a predetermined configuration.

In this case, when the configuration of opening is comparatively flat, it can also equip with the foam

sheet which the above cut down as it is, without making thermoforming etc. Furthermore, what carried

out the laminating of the sheet of a film or a non-bubble to one side of a foam sheet can be used suitably.

By carrying out laminating processing for form material in this way, accommodation of permeability

and the correspondence to the noise of a specific frequency can be aimed at. Moreover, the form

material which carried out sinking-in after treatment with the asphalt ingredient can also be used.

Although the thicker one of the thickness of acoustic material is desirable in respect of accommodation

of a noise reduction and the amount of gas transparency etc., it is more desirable to secure 5mm or more,

even when impossible from the field of a tooth space.

[0007] The duct structure by this invention has the structure equipped with the synthetic-resin foam

sheet 3 which is acoustic material in opening prepared in the corner outside of the flection of the body 2

of a duct fabricated by thermoplastic resin, as shown in drawing 1 . It is higher for the noise-reduction

effectiveness to equip a corner outside with acoustic material about the noise near [jarring ] 2000Hz, as

a difference is in the noise-reduction effectiveness by the part which carries out opening at this time, and

it is shown in drawing 2 , when the same acoustic material is equipped with and compared on the inside

and the outside of a corner, even if it is the same flection. In case a sound is transmitted through air in

the inside of a duct as this cause, it thinks because it is the location which vibration of a frequency which

the direction of a corner outside makes the purpose most in a duct wall geometrically tends to reflect.

[0008]

[Function] The duct structure of the invention in this application constituted as mentioned above has the

operation to which reflection of an acoustic wave decreases remarkably by having prepared opening and

having arranged acoustic material. While preparing opening in the location of the arbitration of a body
of a duct with which it counts upon reduction of the noise and being able to arrange acoustic material

alternatively, wearing of the acoustic material becomes possible easily from the exterior. Moreover,
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when acoustic material is made into a permeability **** thing, absorption-of-sound nature is made to

improve much more.

[0009]

[Example] An example of this invention is explained referring to drawing 3 . The duct structure 4 which
attached the synthetic-resin foam sheet 3 in the opening 1 of the body 2 of a duct which formed opening

1 with blow molding or injection shaping, and fabricated polyethylene resin and polypropylene resin

through adhesives or a binder is manufactured. It is used attaching the duct structure of this this

invention in the automobile air-conditioner unit 5. The noise which comes out from a duct diffuser at

this time is measured with a noise meter 6 (JIS C 1502), and one-third octave analysis is shown and

carried out with an A-weighting function, and it becomes like drawing 4 as compared with the duct of

only resin mold goods.

[0010] As the second example, blow molding is carried out with polyethylene resin, and the body 2 of a

duct as similarly shown in drawing 3 is manufactured. In the magnitude of about 100x250mm, opening

1 is formed in the flection corner outside of this. For thickness, the permeability of specific gravity

0.025 is 0.8ft3/min at 9mm. Opening 1 is pasted with the hot melt adhesive of a thermoplastic rubber

system, and let the sheet 3 in which made it dry and harden and the film layer was made to form after

applying the resin of an urethane system to one side of a flexible-urethane-foam sheet be the duct

structure 4. This is attached in the air-conditioner 5 for automobiles, and it is used as a duct for air-

conditioning. As compared with the conventional duct made of thermoplastic resin, the reduction

effectiveness of noise level like drawing 5 is acquired in the result. In drawing 5 , an axis of ordinate is

the value which deducted the noise level at the time of using the duct structure of this invention from the

noise level at the time of using the conventional duct, and is expressed with a decibel (dB) as noise low

loss in quantity for every frequency of an axis of abscissa, in addition, the place which measured the air

content which blows off from an outlet in the condition of having attached in this real vehicle with the

airflow meter - duct (b) of only resin mold goods - 25.1 L/sec it is - duct (b) for air-conditioning

which consists of this invention to a thing - 24.6 L/sec it is - the leakage of air is hardly seen. Although

the duct structure of this invention illustrated about the object for air-conditioning of an automobile, it is

not necessarily limited to these applications and can be used for applications various by within the limits

of the technical thought of this invention.

[0011]

[Effect of the Invention] Since this invention is constituted as explained above, the following

effectiveness is done so. Reflection of an acoustic wave decreases remarkably by having prepared

opening in some bodies [ at least ] of a duct, and having arranged acoustic material. Since opening is

prepared in the location of the arbitration of a body of a duct with which it counts upon reduction of the

noise and it can equip with acoustic material, alternative noise-reduction-ization can be achieved.

Furthermore, if acoustic material which prepares two or more openings in the body of a duct, and is

different on it is arranged, the efficient cure against the noise will also become possible. Since it can

equip with acoustic material directly from the exterior of the body of a duct, manufacture processing is

easy. When there shall be permeability about acoustic material, since absorption of an acoustic wave is

increased, the noise-reduction effectiveness which was excellent much more is acquired. When using as

an object for air-conditioning of an automobile, it carries out without leaking most air needed as a duct

by equipping with the low synthetic-resin foam sheet of permeability, although opening is prepared in

the flection corner outside of the body of a duct and it has open cell nature, noise-reduction-ization can

be performed much more, and the silence of the vehicle interior of a room is raised.

[Translation done.]
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